
The all-in-one platform to optimize 
electronics production operations.

Connect workers.
Automate workflows.

Workerbase turns static procedures into adaptive 
workflows for better quality, reliability and productivity.

workerbase.com

Turn wasteful, paper-based work 
instructions into actionable and 
adaptable instructions with a click of a 
button.

Transform documents
into work instructions

See what’s happening on the shopfloor 
real-time to anticipate issues and 
address challenges before they start 
costing your business.

Cut scrap and rework rates
to save costs

Attract new talent, retain your best 
employees, and overcome knowledge 
and skills gaps by empowering your 
workforce with powerful Connected 
Worker apps.

Quickly train, re-skill and
cross-train frontline staff

Efficient digital workflows that instantly 
adapt to the ups-and-downs that every 
production experiences instead of static, 
paper-based manufacturing procedures.

Inject flexibility into your
production operations

Workerbase is the Connected Worker platform that helps you collect and truly understand production 
data, letting you streamline workflows and automatically coordinate work.

Manage all process disruptions on the shop floor in real-time

Seamlessly integrate with your existing ERP, MES and machines

Customize workflows to match the way you work

Add the missing layer of flexibility to your ERP and MES systems



All the features you need to run data-driven
production operations

Incoming goods checklist

Provide digital lists of items that need to be checked 
and trigger CAPA processes in case of deviation

Machine changeover

Digital, step-by-step instructions and smart  
resource allocation to minimize changeover times
by parallelizing activities

Machine data collection

Get full transparency with real-time data, delivered in 
actionable insights for continuous improvement

Safety checklists

Foster safe work procedures by observing routine 
tasks, providing timely feedback, and analyzing the 
root cause of unsafe acts

Quality data collection

Measure and track first pass yield along your value 
chain, ensuring process compliance with digital 
operating procedures

Clean, Inspect, Lubricate checklists

Prevent major breakdowns and cut maintenance 
costs  by detecting abnormalities early on

Inline quality inspection

Mobile devices allow just-in-time quality approvals 
to identify defects as early as possible

Resource allocation Traceability Digital andon Digital work instructions And more...

Forklift coordination

Digitise forklift requests and leverage data to  
improve the material management process

Paul Mairl
CDO, GKN PM

“Workerbase makes the whole shopfloor more dynamic, more agile. We are 
much quicker in reacting to the ups and downs every production has.”

response time
<1 min

OOE
+12%

FTR
+11%

Integration to all production systems

Bring to ERP, MES, and other standardized systems 
the necessary layer of flexibility to make them work 
for the shopfloor

Visual quality inspection

Give visual feedback about, and automatically 
detect, missing parts. Import information into your 
existing quality management system

About us
Leading manufacturing companies worldwide are using our Connected 
Worker platform in their 24/7 production environments to save costs, 
increase throughput and improve worker productivity.

We are a fast-growing, Munich-based technology company backed by a $12.5 
million venture capital investment. Whether you’re looking at connecting frontline 
workers for the first time, injecting flexibility into your production operations, or 
exploring new ways to optimize your production efforts with AI - Workerbase 
supports you along your entire digital transformation journey.

workerbase.com


